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Abstract. A review of the generic features as well as the exact analytical solutions of a class of
coupled scalar field equations governing nonlinear wave modulations in dispersive media like
plasmas is presented. The equations are derivable from a Hamiltonian function which, in most
cases, has the unusual property that the associated kinetic energy is not positive definite. To start
with, a simplified derivation of the nonlinear Schr6dinger equation for the coupling of an
amplitude modulated high-frequency wave to a suitable low-frequency wave is discussed. Coupled
sets of time-evolution equations like the Zakharov system, the Schr6dinger- Boussinesq system
and the Schr6dinger-Korteweg-de Vries system are then introduced. For stationary propagation of the coupled waves, the latter two systems yield a generic system of a pair of coupled,
ordinary differential equations with many free parameters. Different classes of exact analytical
solutions of the genetic system of equations are then reviewed. A comparison between the various
sets of governing equations as well as between their exact analytical solutions is presented.
Parameter regimes for the existence of different types of localized solutions are also discussed.
The generic system of equations has a Hamiltonian structure, and is closely related to the
well-known H6non-Heiles system which has been extensively studied in the field of nonlinear
dynamics. In fact, the associated generic Hamiltonian is identically the same as the generalized
H6non-Heiles Hamiltonian for the case of coupled Waves in a magnetized plasma with negative
group dispersion. When the group dispersion is positive, there exists a novel Hamiltonian which
is structurally same as the generalized Henon-Heiles Hamiltonian but with indefinite kinetic
energy. The above correspondence between the two systems has been exploited to obtain the
parameter regimes for the complete integrability of the coupled waves. There exists a direct
one-to-one correspondence between the known integrable cases of the generic Hamiltonian and
the stationary Hamiltonian flows associated with the only integrable nonlinear evolution
equations (of polynomial and autonomous type) with a scale-weight of seven. The relevance of
the generic system to other equations like the self-dual Yang-Mills equations, the complex
Korteweg-de Vries equation and the complexified classical dynamical equations has also been
discussed.
Keywort~. Nonlinear equations; coupled scalar fields; dispersive media; modulational instability;
solitons; plasma waves; NLS equation; KDV equation; Boussinesq equation; H6non-Heiles
Hamiltonian; nonlinear dynamics; Hamiltonian flows; integrability; complexification; chaos.
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I. Introduction
Coupled second-order nonlinear ordinary differential equations occur in many
branches of physics. F o r example, in dispersive media like plasmas it is well-known
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that an high&equency wave with modulated amplitude can lead to the excitation of an
instability called the "modulational instability" [1-3]. The nonlinear development of the
instability is typically governed by a Schr6dinger-like equation having a 'potential' which
depends on the associated low-frequency perturbations. The latter are governed by a linear
wave equation [4-9], or in some cases, by the nonlinear Korteweg-de Vries (KDV) [10,11]
or the Boussinesq [12, 13] equation, both of which are driven by the so-called ponderomotive force due to the high-frequency carrier wave [14, 15]. For stationary propagation of the coupled waves, the Schr6dinger-KDV (or, -Boussinesq) system of equations
yields a coupled set of scalar field equations. These equations are generic in nature,
occurring for coupled wave systems such as Langmuir and ion-acoustic waves [16-18],
upper-hybrid and magnetoacoustic waves [19-23], and electromagnetic and ion-acoustic
waves [24-27]. The equations are structurally very similar to the generalized H6nonHeiles equations [28, 29] which are extensively studied in the field of non-linear dynamics
over the last couple of decades, but with one important difference: While the (generalized)
H~non-Heiles Hamiltonian for the classical dynamical systems has always associated
with it a positive definite kinetic energy, the generic Hamiltonian in most of the
modulational instability problems has indefinite kinetic energy; that is, the sign of the
kinetic energy can change as the independent coordinate varies.
The similarity between the generalized H6non-Heiles system in classical dynamics
and the generic system for modulational instability in dispersive media raises the
question about the complete integrability of the latter. In fact, for the case of the
coupled upper-hybrid and magnetoacoustic waves with negative group dispersion
[30], the generic system is exactly the same as the generalized H6non-Heiles system,
and is, therefore, integrable for certain sets of parameter values. On the other hand, for
positive group dispersion there exists a novel Hamiltonian (with indefinite kinetic
energy) whose integrability is yet to be investigated.
The Schr6dinger-KDV (or, -Boussinesq) system for the coupled Langmuir and
ion-acoustic waves in plasmas has two free parameters whereas it has been possible to
obtain [10-13] its exact (analytical) solutions valid only on a straight line in the
two-dimensional parameter space. For other wave systems, the associated equations
have more number of free parameters. Most of the analytical solutions that are
currently available have been obtained by using specialized boundary conditions
which lead to either the periodic or the localized solutions. Recently, different classes of
exact solutions of the generic equations valid in different regions of the parameter space
have also been reported [31,32]. An outstanding problem associated with such
coupled equations is to obtain their exact solutions in as much of the allowed
parameter space as possible and with wider boundary conditions.
Coupled scalar field equations with indefinite kinetic energy occur in other contexts
also. For example, for stationary solutions of the usual KDV equation with complex
dependent variable [33], one obtains a set of equations whose Hamiltonian has
precisely such property. This feature appears to be more general, occurring in all
one-dimensional classical dynamical systems in a conservative potential when the
dependent variable is made complex [34]. The time-evolution of such systems is
qualitatively different from those of the usual classical systems.
Over the years, there has been much interest in the field of particle physics to
construct low-dimensional scalar field theories which admit exact analytical solutions
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having finite energy [35]. Earlier work in this direction led to models (in 1 + 1
dimensions) which possess the soliton or the instanton type of finite energy solutions
[36-40]. Recently, there have been many attempts to consider higher dimensional
scalar field equations and to reduce them to known tractable equations by using the
inherent symmetry properties. In the last few years, much attention in this direction has
been focused on the classical Yang-Mills field equations which are known to yield as
special cases different types of scalar field equations. For example, it was shown [41,42]
recently that the classical Yang-Mills equations which satisfy the self-duality condition
can be reduced to either the nonlinear Schr6dinger or the KDV equation depending on
the choice of the available gauge degree of freedom. Since the nonlinear Schr6dinger
equation is generically a subset of the coupled SchriSdinger-KDV (or, -Boussinesq)
system, this opens up the possibility of reducing the Yang-Mills system to the latter
which is more tractable analytically. Furthermore, since the Schr6dinger-KDV (or,
-Boussinesq) system reduces, for stationary solutions, to the generalized H~nonHeiles system it may be possible to analytically investigate the regular or the chaotic
behaviour of the solutions of the self-dual Yang-Mills equations.
In this review, the aim is to present a discussion of the generic features as well as the
analytical solutions of the coupled scalar field equations mentioned above. In some
cases, it is possible to find exact analytical solutions of the generic equations obtained
from the SchriSdinger-KDV (or, -Boussinesq) system. Wherever possible, examples
are chosen from the field of plasma physics where such equations are commonly
encountered. Unless otherwise stated, all the variables are assumed to be suitably
normalized so that the equations are dimensionless throughout. The manuscript is
organized in the following manner: In § 2, a brief discussion of the modulational
instability of a high-frequencycarrier wave is presented. Different sets of coupled scalar
field equations that govern the nonlinear development of the modulational instability
are presented in § 3. The method of solution mentioned in this section can be used to
obtain exact analytical solutions of the coupled Schr6dinger-KDV (or,-Boussinesq)
system of equations. Some discussion on the stability as well as the interaction
properties of such exact solutions is also presented. Section 4 deals with the generic
system of equations and its exact analytical solutions which are valid in different
regions of the parameter space. In § 5, the relevance of the generic equations to other
systems such as the H6non-Heiles equations, self-dual Yang-Mills equations and
complex KDV equation are described. A discussion on the possible integrable parameter regimes of the generic equations is presented by considering the concrete
example of the coupled upper-hybrid and magnetoacoustic waves in plasmas. Some
remarks on the close connection between the generic equations and the stationary
flows associated with certain types of nonlinear integrable evolution equations are also
made. A brief summary of the known results as well as the outlook for future work is
presented in § 6.
2. Modulational instability

Consider the propagation along R-direction of a plane wave of frequency coo and
wavenumber k o represented by
= E(x, t ) e x p [ i ( k o x - O~ot)],
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Figure 1.

High-frequency wave field whose amplitude is modulated.

where the wave amplitude E(x, t) is. in general, a slowly varying function of the space
and the time variables (figure 1). For the special case when the wave amplitude is
a constant, the propagation characteristics of the wave are completely determined by
the linear dispersion relation, co = co(k) which is obtained by a normal mode analysis of
the relevant basic equations for the dispersive media. On the other hand, a governing
equation for the modulated wave amplitude can be derived by starting with the
nonlinear dispersion relation, namely, co = co(k, IEI 2) which after Taylor expansion
around the carrier wave parameters (~oo, k0) yields [ 1]
2 ~20)

t o - coo = (k - k o l ~ k

+ ½(k - k o) - ~

(~CO

+

Igl" ~(iglZ-----~),

(2)

where the partial derivatives are to be evaluated at k = k o and IEI = 0. In (2), only the
lowest order term in ]El 2 has been retained. Replacing the frequency shift (co - coo) by
i~/Ot and the wavenumber shift ( k - k o ) by -it~/gx, one obtains the following
evolution equation for the slowly varying complex amplitude E(x, t)

\ t~t + Vg-~x) + P-~x 2 + (QEE*)E = 0,

(3)

where asterisk denotes the complex conjugate, Vg -- Oo~/gk denotes the group velocity,
P - (~2co/~k2)/2 represents the group dispersion; and Q = - Oco/O(IE [2) is the nonlinear
coefficient. In view of its structural similarity to the Schr6dinger equation of quantum
mechanics, (3) is called the "nonlinear Schr6dinger equation", and is known to govern
the evolution of different types of high-frequency waves in plasmas. Examples are the
Langmuir waves, the upper-hybrid waves and the electromagnetic waves [14, 15].
It may be noted that for unmodulated linear normal modes, (3) is identically satisfied
trivially. On the other hand, (3) can be analyzed to determine the stability properties of
an high-frequency carrier wave when the wave amplitude is modulated with a lower
frequency. Depending on the relative sign between the dispersive and the nonlinear
terms, the modulation can become unstable (figure 2). Linear stability analysis shows
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Figure 2. Time evolution of the modulational instability of ion-cyclotron waves in
a magnetized plasma [Ref. 1].. The wave on the left-hand side has much larger
modulation of the amplitude than the one on the right side, and therefore becomes
unstable much faster.
that for PQ > 0 the waves are unstable. Such an instability of the amplitude-modulated
high frequency waves is called the "modulational instability" of the carrier wave [1-3].
Physically, the instability arises due to the self-trapping of the wave field in the
"potential" which is determined by the wave itself [cf. the nonlinear term on the
left-hand side of(3)].
We shall now consider analytical solutions of (3) which are stationary in a frame
moving with a constant speed. The second term in (3) can be eliminated by going into
a Galilean frame defined by ~ = x - Vgt and r = t. This yields
8E
~2E
i~ + P~
+ ( Q E E * ) E =0.

(4)

For stationary solutions of (4) the co-moving coordinate q is defined by,
q -~ ( - M r - x - (Vg + M ) t where M is the normalized speed called the "Mach
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 46, No. 3, March 1996
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number" of the stationary frame. In order to allow for any possible shifts in the
frequency as well as in the wave number of the carrier wave due to the nonlinear
interactions, the amplitude field is represented by
E(~, z)= Ea(q)exp[i{S(O + T(z)} ],

(5)

where Ea(q) is the real, stationary amplitude of the modulated wave.
Substituting the solution (5) into (4), one obtains from the imaginary part,
X(O = M(/2P whereas the real part yields the following equation for the stationary
amplitude E a
2P d2Ea = 2Ea - 2QE 3,

(6)

where 2 = 2(d T/dz) + (M2/2p) is the nonlinear shift parameter. For localized boundary conditions, (6) can be easily integrated to get the so-called "envelope soliton"
solution, namely,
Ea(~,"C)---- _____

sech~+ff)

(~'-Mr)

.

(7)

Clearly, the total high-frequency field e(x, t) of(l) has a structure wherein the amplitude
of the carrier wave field is modulated leading to a localized wave packet, and the
structure itself propagates with a constant velocity with respect to the laboratory
frame. The typical profile of an envelope soliton solution is shown in figure 3.
Before considering further generalizations of(4), let us briefly summarize the physical
mechanism that leads to such solutions. In plasma physics, the variable E can be taken
to represent the electric field of a suitable high-frequency wave. It can be easily shown
that when the amplitude of such a wave field is slowly modulated, the motion of
a particle of charge q and mass m can be decomposed into two parts: the first part
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Figure 3. Typical profile of an envelope soliton solution (7) of the nonlinear
Schr/Sdinger equation (4). The modulated amplitude is shown by the dashed lines.
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contains the linear motion that oscillates with the same frequency as the wave field, and
is charge as well as mass dependent. The second part is the nonlinear motion arising
because of an average force due to the amplitude modulation, and is independent of the
sign of the charge. Such a nonlinear force is called the "ponderomotive force" and is, in
general, given by [14]
q2
Fp = 4mco2V(E~).
(8)
Clearly, the force is derivable from a potential ~bp= qE2/4mo9 2 called the "ponderomotive potential". For electromagnetic waves, the ponderomotive potential represents basically the radiation pressure due to the wave fields. Due to the inverse
dependence on the mass, the ponderomotive force acts strongly on the electrons
pushing them away from the regions where the field is stronger. However, because
of the self-generated ambipolar field, the ions soon follow the electrons and
create a density trough which further traps the high-frequency field. The self-trapping
process continues till a dynamic balance between the nonlinear and the dispersive
effects is reached. The envelope soliton solution (7) is simply a representation of such
a state. A detailed review of the modulational instability, wave envelope self-focussing
and the consequent development of strong Langmuir turbulence together with the
theoretical analyses, numerical simulations, laboratory experiments and applications
to space plasma situations has been given by Thornhill and ter Haar 1-2] and by
Goldman [3].
3. Coupled systems of equations

The ponderomotive force due to a high-frequency field in a plasma drives a lowfrequency oscillation which may be a normal mode of the system. For example, the
amplitude modulated Langmuir oscillations are coupled to the wave-excited lowfrequency acoustic-like fluctuations called the "ion-acoustic waves". The nonlinear
Schr6dinger equation derived above considers, however, only the static response of the
latter waves. Such an approximation can be justified when the envelope wave packet is
nearly static. However, when the envelope moves with finite, non-zero speed, dynamic
response of the low-frequency wave should be taken into account.
3.1 Zakharov system
For the coupled Langmuir-ion-acoustic waves, Zakharov [4] suggested the following
pair of (normalized) equations
• OE

3~2E

(9)

left[ + 20x 2 - ½NEE'
at 2

ax 2 = ax 2

EE* ,

(10)

where me(mi)is the electron (ion) mass, No(Ni) is the perturbed electron (ion) number
density and e = (m¢/ml) ~/2. The system of equations (9) and (10) is closed by means of the
quasi-neutrality assumption, N e --- N i. Equation (9) is a Schr6dinger-like equation with
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 46, No. 3, March 1996
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N e as the potential, which in turn is governed (since Ne = Ni) by the linear wave
equation (10) driven by a source term involving the "wave function".
The coupled set of equations (9) and (10) (together with N e = Ni) is called the
"Zakharov system", and has been very extensively studied in the literature in connection with the problem of strong Langmuir turbulence in plasmas [2-9]. It may be noted
that the nonlinear Schr6dinger equation (4) follows from the Zakharov system for static
response. For, under this assumption, the time derivative term in the driven wave
equation (10) can be neglected. Substituting for N¢(- N~) from (10) into (9), we readily
obtain the nonlinear Schr6dinger equation (4). However, for dynamic response in the
stationary frame ~ - x - M t , (10) gives
Ni=

1 EE*

41 - M 2'

~b=Ne+

=-M2Ni'

(11)

where "tp" is the self-consistent ambi-polar potential. Thus, the solutions of the
nonlinear Schr6dinger equation are valid when M E<< 1.
In terms of the common perturbed number density N -= N~ = N e, (9) and (10) become
dE

3 632E

ie-ff[ + -~ Ox---£ = ½ NE,

(12)

d~N
~,2

(13)

632N (~2 [ 1
~x ~ = ~ ~ ~ EE* "

which is the standard form of the Zakharov system of equations. The above coupled
equations can be derived from a variational principle by using the Lagrangian density
(Le) given by [16]
.W = 2 ( E E * - E ' E , ) + {E~E* + X2 + 2x, O + (O~)2 + ½OxEE*,

(14)

where subscripts 'x' and 't' denote the respective partial derivatives, Z and O are
auxiliary variables and O x is to be identified as N. From the invariant properties of the
Lagrangian density (S°L it follows that the coupled equations (12) and (13) have the
following integral invariants
In = -

{~ExE~
3
, +Z 2 +N 2 + ½NEE*}dx,

+~ ie
I n--

_

t-2 (EE*~

Ie =

E*Ex) + 2®N,} dx,

EE*dx,
--

(15)

(16)

(17)

o0

whereas (13) directly gives the invariant
IN=
168

_ Ndx.
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Figure 4. Profile of the stationary solutions 09) and (20) of the Zakharov
equations (12) and (13) for the coupled Langmuir and ion-acoustic waves. The
envelope of the modulated carrier wave is shown by solid lines and the associated
low-frequency density perturbation by the dashed line. The entire structure moves
with a constant speed, namely, the Mach number M.
Physically, these integral invariants govern, respectively, the conservation of total energy
(In), total momentum (In), Langmuir plasmon (It) number and the total perturbed
number density (IN), and are useful in analyzing the allowed or the forbidden interactions
between the nonlinear entities obtained as solutions of (12) and (13) [cf. § 3.8].
Equations (12) and (13) can be integrated for stationary solutions to yield
ER(0 = + 1-82(1 - M2)] ~/2 sech {#(¢ - ~o)},

(19)

N ( 0 = - 22 sech 2 {U(¢ - ~o)},

(20)

where ~ = x - Mr, # = (2/3) ~/2, ~o is a constant which represents the initial "phase" and
the nonlinear shift parameter given by 2 = 2 A +(e2M2/3)~ 2A is required to be
positive so that the solutions (19) and (20) satisfy the localized boundary conditions.
Equation (19) then requires M 2 < 1 for real Ea; that is, the low-frequency density
fluctuations "loaded" with the high-frequency envelope wave packet can only travel at
sub-sonic (M 2 < 1) speeds. Without the loss of any generality, the constant ~o can be
taken to be zero.
Solutions (19) and (20) are plotted in figure 4. Note that these solutions imply the
following relation
E2
4

1- M2
M2 ~b- - (1 - M 2 ) N .

(21)

This equation determines the ordering between the amplitudes of the wave fields and
the Mach number. Treating 2 as the smallness parameter, it follows that for E 2 = (9(2)
and N = (9(2), one needs M 2 << 1. The solutions of the nonlinear Schr6dinger equation
(4) satisfy this ordering. On the other hand, for near-sonic propagations (M 2 -,~ 1) there
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 46, No. 3, March 1996
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exist two possibilities. First, for E a = (9(2) and 1 - M 2 = (_9(2),(21) requires N = (9(2)
and hence the linear driven wave equation (13) as well as the solutions (19) and (20) are
valid. This was the ordering used by Karpman [18] to describe the near-sonic
propagation of the Langmuir-ion-acoustic waves. Second, for Ea2 = (9(2) and
1 -M2=
(9(;,), the low-frequency perturbations become finite and hence the linear
equation (13) is no longer valid but should be replaced by a suitable nonlinear
generalization. This is discussed in the next section.
3.2 S c h r 6 d i n g e r - B o u s s i n e s q s y s t e m
The nonlinear Schr6dinger equation (4) as well as the Zakharov equations (12) and (13)
take into account only the linear response in the low-frequency dynamics. However, as
pointed out above, for the so-called 'near-sonic" (M 2 ~ 1) propagations, the amplitude
of the low-frequency density perturbation can be quite large requiring a nonlinear
dynamical equation in place of(13). For the coupled Langmuir and ion-acoustic waves,
Makhankov [ 12] suggested the following coupled Schr6dinger- Boussinesq equations
as the appropriate set
dE 3 ~2E
ie-~ + i~q-x2 = 1~(~b)E ,

(°2

(22)

a'4'

°2 2

0 /EE*'

(23)

The latter equation (23) is called the (driven) "Boussinesq equation", and generalizes
the linear wave equation (13) to include the dispersive effects (third term on the
left-hand side) as well as the nonlinear effects (the fourth term). The right-hand side of
(23) which arises due to the ponderomotive force couples the two equations.
Equations (22) and (23) can be derived through the Lagrangian density
ie
, - E * E t ) + -~ExEx
= -~(EE,
3
, + Z 2"+ 2Z,® + (®x)~

+ 2Ox~,~ + ¢2 + 2(®5)3 + ½ ® x E E ,

(24)

where, as earlier, Z, 19 and ~, are the auxiliary variables, and 19~ is to be identified as ~b.
The integral invariants in the present case are given by (16)- (18) together with
in = _

_

{ x. ~ E x3 E, x _

2 _c~2_2dpc~_(dpx)2

](p3

½dpEE,}dx.

(25)

For stationary solutions of the form
E = E a ( ¢ ) e x p [ i { X ( x ) + T(t)}],

q~= ~b(~),

(26)

where ~ = x - M t , equations (22) and (23) yield
d2Ea
3 - - ~ = ).Ea + ~bEa,
d2~ = - ( 1 - M2)(~ - (~2
d~ 2
170

(27)
E2
4
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Equations (27) and (28) have two free parameters 2 and M defined above. They describe
the stationary, bi-directional propagation of coupled Langmuir and ion-acoustic
waves in unmagnetized plasmas. Clearly, each of the terms on the right-hand side of
(27) and (28) are of the same order (22) provided E a = (9(~b)= dg(1 - M z) = (_9(2).As we
shall see below, it is possible to obtain exact analytical solutions of(27) and (28) having
precisely this ordering.
3.3 Schr6dinoer-KD V system
For uni-directional propagation, Nishikawa etal [10] suggested a simpler set
which contains a driven KDV equation instead of the driven Boussinesq equation (23).
Note that the Boussinesq equation has fourth-order space and second-order time
derivatives whereas the KDV equation [43, 44] has third-order space and first-order
time derivative terms. The latter equation can be systematically and rigorously derived
by using the reductive perturbation analysis [45,46] on the basic set of plasma
equations describing the low-frequency dynamics. However, it can also be directly
obtained from the driven Boussinesq equation (23) under uni-directional, near-sonic
approximation which allows us to use O/Ot ~ - O/Ox for propagation along the positive
x-direction. Equation (23) after one integration with respect to x then reduces to the
equation

(63 0) , 103q~ ~(~
-~ + ~x c~ ~- -2-~-~xS + CPOx -

lO(EE*)
2 ~x \---4- ] '

(29)

which is the (driven) KDV equation. This equation is coupled, as in the case of the
Boussinesq equation, to the Schr6dinger-like equation (22).
The Lagrangian density for the coupled equations (22) and (29) is given by
x, + 2®x® , + 2(Ox) 2 + Z2
~q' = 2 ( E E * - E*E,)+ -~E,,E
3
+ 2ZxO~ +~2(0 x,~3 + ½ 0 x g E , '

(30)

where g and ® are the auxiliary variables, and ®x - 4~. The integral invariants in the
present are
In

3

*

2(a2+2c~c~+(d~x)2+2c~S+½c~EE*}dx,

(31)

--o0

In = -

(E*E x - E E * ) - 24 ~ dx,

(32)

whereas the other two invariants are same as (17) and (18).
For stationary solutions, the Schr6dinger-KDV set yields the equations
d2E.
3--~-T = 2E, + q~E,,

(33)

d2~b d~ 2

2(1 - M)~b - 4,2 - E~2
4 '

(34)
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Figure5. Plot of the C-soliton solutions (35) and (36) of the coupled Schr6dingerKDV (or, -Boussinesq) equations for the Langmuir and ion-acoustic waves. These
solutions have only one free parameter (A) whereas the Mach number M is
determined from M = l - 2 0 A / 3 for the driven KDV case and from
M = (1 - 40A/3)1/z for the driven Boussinesq case.
which is very similar to the set of equations (27) and (28). Note that (34) can be
directly obtained, as expected, from (28) by using 1 - M 2 ~ 2(1 - M) which is valid
for M ~ I .
3.4 Exact analytical solutions
The coupled equations (33) and (34) can be solved for exact analytical solutions. For
simplicity, we shall consider in the following localized solutions satisfying vanishing
boundary conditions. The equations have two free parameters, namely, M and 2, and
one would like to find solutions valid in the entire allowed regions of the parameter
space. However, it has been possible so far to obtain exact solutions valid only on
a straight line defined by the equation, M = 1 - 102/3 in the two-dimensional (M, 2)
parameter space. The solutions are given [10, 11] explicitly by
Ea(¢ ) = E_+ = + 8x/~2sech(#¢) tanh(#~),

(35)

~b(~) = - 62 sech2(/2~),

(36)

where #=()./3) 1/2, and 2 ~ 2 A . Note that (35) and (36) satisfy the ordering
E, = (9(4,) = (_0(2).Figure 5 shows the plot of E(~) and ~b(~)obtained from (35) and (36)
which are sometimes collectively referred to as the "C-soliton" solutions. It may be
noted that (35) and (36) are also exact solutions of the stationary governing (27) and (28)
provided the parameter M is determined through the relation, M 2 = 1 - 202/3.
It is interesting to compare the exact solutions of the Zakharov set with those of
the SchrSdinger-KDV (or, -Boussinseq) set obtained above. The former have two
free parameters (M and A) whereas the latter have only one free parameter since M
and A are to be related by the equation, M = 1 -20A/3. In the Zakharov case, the
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solutions for both the field variables are symmetric with respect to ~ = 0. On the other
hand, for the Schr6dinger-KDV (or, -Boussinesq) set, the solution for the field
amplitude Ea(() is anti-symmetric with respect to ~ = 0 whereas the ~b(~)is symmetric as
earlier. Clearly, in both cases, the solution for the Langmuir field intensity E~(O is
symmetric but with different shapes: For the Zakharov set, Ea2(¢) is bell-shaped with
only a single-hump whereas for the Schr6dinger-KDV (or, -Boussinesq) set, it has
a double-hump structure with the local minimum at the centre (¢ = 0) touching zero.
Both the solutions are localized, that is, the fields as well as their derivatives tend to zero
as J~l--' 0 o .
In contrast to (21), the solutions (35) and (36) yield the relation

Ea

. 4 . . 82q5
.

4 2.
~b

(37)

Thus, the relative scaling of E a and ~bare different for the two cases. For (37), the fields
E a and ~bsatisfy the scaling mentioned earlier, namely, E a = 6n(~b)= (9(2). This is to be
contrasted with the case of the Zakharov solutions where Ea scales as ,,//2. In both
cases, the low-frequency perturbations have the same scaling, namely, proportional to
2. Hence, for a given amplitude of the low-frequency density perturbation, the
Zakharov solitons have a higher loading of the high-frequency field than the Csolitons. This is consistent with the fact that the latter move much faster than the
former. A detailed classification as well as the parameter values for the validity of the
various models for the one-dimensional propagation of coupled Langmuir and ionacoustic waves is given by Watanabe and Nishikawa [461.
3.5 Exact nonlinear equations
The equations describing the low-frequency dynamics in the three models discussed
above have been derived perturbatively using certain approximations. For the Zakharov set, it is a linear wave equation which is derived under the assumption of
quasi-neutrality. The Boussinesq as well as the KDV equations take into account the
effects due to charge separation through the Poisson equation, but only perturbatively.
Both are derived under the assumption of weak nonlinearity and, hence, are valid for
small amplitudes.
For large amplitude waves, one needs to take into account full nonlinearity as well as
charge separation effects by using the exact Poisson equation. The relevant fluid
equations for the low -frequency dynamics (namely, the continuity and the momentum
equations for the ions, and the Boltzmann distribution for the electrons, together with
the full Poisson equation) allow such a formulation of the problem 1-47,48-], yielding the
following set of exact stationary nonlinear equations for the coupled Langmuir and
ion-acoustic waves
,

(38)

d2Ea
+ Ea exp(~
Ea2"~
3 - d ~ = ( 2 - 1)E~
- ,4 ,/"

(39)

d~ 2 -

x/~

~-2~b + e x p

~b-
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While the first equation is essentially the stationary form of the Poisson equation, the
second equation arises from the Schrfdinger-like equation (9). These equations
incorporate self-consistently all the nonlinearities in the low-frequency dynamics as
well as account for the charge separation effects.
It is easy to verify that (38) contains, as limiting cases, the low-frequency equations
used in the earlier models. For I¢1, E~ << 1, we can expand the terms on the right-hand
side of(38) and keep only the most dominant nonlinear terms to obtain

d2¢

(1 --_M2)¢__

d ~-T-- ~

(3 - M 4) , 2
~--/~ e?

Mz

E~
4

t40)

The Zakharov case is obtained by neglecting (because of the quasi-neutrality assumption) the left-hand side of (40) and dropping the nonlinear term ¢2 on the right-hand
side. This yields
E2

4-

(1 - M z) ,
¢'

(41)

which is just (21). On the other hand, the Boussinesq limit corresponds to taking the
near-sonic limit M 2 ~ 1 in (40) which becomes
d2~b - - ( 1 - M2)¢ - ¢2 _ E~2
d~ 2
4 '

(42)

which is same as (28). The KDV limit for the uni-directional propagation is trivially
obtained f r o m (42), as earlier, by writing 1 - M 2 ~ 2 ( 1 - M ) which is valid for
M--* 1.
3.6 Approximate analytical solution
The coupled equations (38) and (39) are highly nonlinear and, as such, their exact
analytical solutions have not been obtained so far. While some numerical work on the
existence of regular as well as stochastic solutions of these equations has been carried
out [49], it is possible to find approximate analytical solutions by following a novel
method [47, 48]. Such an analysis has the added advantage that the parameter regimes
for the applicability of the models based on the Schr6dinger-KDV (or, -Boussinesq)
equations can be explicitly obtained. The method of solution is fairly straightforward.
We omit, therefore, the relevant details but indicate the main steps and discuss the
results.
Equations (38) and (39) can be derived from the Hamiltonian
H=

t2..¢--~l-le}-

M(M 2

¼(1-2)E2+exp

qg-

,
(43)

where rI~ - d¢/d~ and FIe - - (3/2)dE/d~ are the canonical momenta conjugate to
¢ and E, respectively. The Hamiltonian (H) is an "integral of motion", whereas the
associated "kinetic energy" is not positive definite, but can change sign as ( varies. This
unusual feature is common to most of the problems dealing with the modulational
instabilities, and is further discussed in § 5.
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Using H, (38) and (39) can be combined to yield the "trajectory equation" [47, 48]

12~[H + M ( M 2 24b)'/2 + (1 - ;l,)l,b+ expt4b - i,b)] \d@2,]
-

(<'+V

+ 9 [ M ( M 2 - 2~b)-,12 _ exp(~b - ¢)] \dc~]

?+V

- 6 [ H + M(M2 - 2t~) '/2 + 2(1 - X)l/s + (1 - qs)exp(@ - q#)] \dc~]
- 60 [ M ( M 2 - 240- ,/2 _ exp(4~ - 0)]

(a+)
~

+ 402[(1 - 2 ) - exp(4~ - 0)] = 0,

(44)

where we have defined 0 - E~/4. Equation (44) admits a series solution of the form
0=

~ b.0",

(45a)

n=O

where 0 = 4J/M 2. Each of the coefficients b. can be explicitly and uniquely determined
by means of a first order algebraic equation. F o r localized solutions H = - (1 + M2),
the first coefficient b o is zero whereas the next four coefficients are listed elsewhere [48].
T o obtain explicit solutions which are of interest for the present discussion, consider the
two-term approximation to the expansion in (45a), namely
~, = b 10 + b 2 02 .

0.5

(45b)
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Figure 6. Langmuir field intensity as obtained from the solution (46b) for the exact
coupled equations (38) and (39). For a given A, there is a transition from single- to
double-hump structure when the Mach number is increased. The critical (Mcrlt) and
the cut-off (Mcu,) Mach numbers are plotted in figure 8 as a function of A.
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Figure 7. Low-frequency ion-acoustic wave potential from (46a) associated with
the high-frequency Langmuir field profiles shown in figure 6.
The analytical solutions are then given by
~)(~)

fll f12 sech2 (g~)

(46a)

0(~) ---- M ~ - fix - fl2tanhE(p~) '
E2(O = 4[b 10(~) + b 2 02(~)],

(46b)

where g = (~/3) 1/2, and fll and f12 are known functions of the free parameters M and 2.
Equations (46a) and (46b) can be analyzed for the existence of different types of
localized solutions. For a given A < 1, the solutions E2(~) and 4~(~) have, for sufficiently
small Mach numbers (M 2 << 1), single-hump and dip structures, respectively, as shown
by the curves labelled 'A' in figures 6 and 7. This corresponds to the case of the solutions
obtained from the Zakharov equations. When the Mach number is increased (figure 6),
the solution for E2(~) flattens at the top till a critical Mach number Merit is reached
(curve B). For further increase in the Mach number, E2(~) develops a local dip around
the center ~ = 0 (curve C). Thus, the Langmuir field intensity acquires a double-hump
structure which is symmetric with respect to its center. The depth of the dip increases
with further increase in the Mach number, and E2(~ = 0) becomes zero when M is equal
to a cut-off Mach number Mcu t (curve D). Beyond this value of the Mach number, E2(~)
becomes negative around ~ = 0 which violates the boundary conditions, and hence the
solutions are not valid for M > Mc, t.
Figure 6 shows the plot of the profiles of E2(0 for a typical value of A and for
different value of the Mach number (M). For a given A, the critical Mach number (Merit)
is calculated from the equation
b I + 2b2fl 2 = O,

(47)

which is obtained from (46b) by requiring dZ(E2)/d¢ 2 = 0 at ( = O. On the other hand,
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for E2(~) = 0 at ¢ = O, (46b) yields
b 1 + b2/~2 = 0,

(48)

as the equation for determining the cut-off Mach number (Me,t) for any given A. The
solutions for M = M c u t correspond to the solutions obtained from the Schr6dingerBoussinesq (or, -KDV) equations. In fact, for M = Mcut and for sufficiently small
values of A, the explicit solutions (46a) and (46b) can be shown to exactly yield (35) and
36) [anti-symmetric E(~) and symmetric ~ (~)] obtained for the Schr6dinger-KDV (or,
-Boussinesq) case. For all values of M, the solution for ~(~) has always a single-dip,
symmetric structure whose amplitude increases with the increase in the Mach number
reaching the maximum value at M = M c . t (figure 7).
Thus, the approximate solutions (46a) and (46b) of the exact coupled equations (38)
and (39) reduce, for near-sonic propagations, exactly to the exact solutions (35) and (36)
of the approximate equations (33) and (34) [or, (27) and (28)]. It should be remarked
here that there is no reason why such a complete equivalence between the two should
exist at all since the approximations involved in the solutions as well as in the equations are entirely of different nature. On the other hand, the very existence of such an
exact reduction lends support to the suitability of the method of solution used in
solving the coupled equations. The method of solution discussed in Refs [47, 48] is
fairly general and can be easily applied to any pair of coupled, nonlinear ordinary
differential equations wherein the independent variable does not explicitly occur, that
is, for autonomous coupled equations. For example, it can be used to obtain analytical
solutions of the coupled equations (118) and (119) for quantized, charged solitons
discussed in § 5.5.
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Figure 8. Parameter values in the (M, A) space for the existence of different types
ofcoupled Langmuir and ion-acoustic solitons as obtained from the solutions (46a)
and (46b). For a given A, the lines marked 'B' and 'D' yield, respectively, the critical
(Merit) and the cut-off (Me,,) Mach numbers. The line marked 'L' is the plot of
the equation, M = 1 - 20A/3. The qualitative nature of the solutions for various
parameter values is shown in figures 6 and 7 by the corresponding letters. Solutions
(46a) and (46b) are not valid in the region 'E' above the line M = Me, ,.
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Figure 9. Contours of constant Langmuir field amplitudes in the (M, A) parameter
space. For Ea = 0, the corresponding line degenerates into the line M = Mcu, of
figure 8. For comparison, the critical Mach numbers (Merit) are also plotted.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the parameter values for the existence of the C-soliton
solutions [with anti-symmetric E~(0 and symmetric ~b(~)] for different cases. The
curve M = Mcu t is a plot of (48) for the solutions (46a) and (46b). The line labelled
"L" is a plot of M = 1 - 20A/3 for the driven KDV case, and that labelled "P" is of
M = (1 - 40A/3) ~/2 for the driven Boussinesq case.

The existence of different types of solutions for the coupled wave fields as given by
(46a) and (46b) can be conveniently summarized by means of the (M,A) parameter
space shown in figure 8. The lines marked 'B' and 'D' represent, respectively, the critical
and the cut-off Mach numbers. The straight line marked 'L' is the plot of the equation
M = 1 - 20A/3 which governs the exact solutions (35) and (36) of the coupled Schr6dinger
- K D V system. In the region marked 'E', solutions (46a) and (46b) are not valid since
E~ becomes negative. Typical structures of the solutions for parameters in th~ different
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regions A, B, C and D of figure 8 are indicated by the corresponding letters in figures 6
and 7. Figure 9 is another representation of the (M, A) parameter space showing
contours of constant E, values. For the value E a = 0, the corresponding contour
degenerates into the curve M = Mcu, shown in figure 8. For comparison, the values of
the critical Mach number Merit are also plotted.
A comparison of the parameter values for the existence of the C-soliton solutions,
having anti-symmetric E,(~) and symmetric ~b(~) is made in figure 10. The curve
marked M = M¢u, is a plot of the cut-off Mach numbers as obtained from (48). The
straight line marked "L" represents the equation M = 1 - 20A/3 which corresponds to
the Schr~Adinger-KDV case, and the curve marked "P" is a plot of M = (1 - 40A/3) ~/2
which governs the Schr6dinger-Boussinesq case. Clearly, for A ~ 0 , the curves for the
latter two cases coincide with the curve M = M¢~t. However, for small, but finite, values
of A there are deviations from the M = M¢u, curve. Since the latter follows from the
solutions (46a) and (46b) which are obtained after retaining an higher-order nonlinear
term in the expanded form of(38) not included in the driven Boussinesq equation (28) or
the driven KDV equation (34), one can easily estimate the validity range for the latter
two cases. For example, it can be shown that the solution (46a) exactly reduces to
solution (36) of the driven KDV case when A << 1/36, that is, when M >>0.815. Similar
limits apply for the driven Boussinesq case also.
The above analysis which is based on the fluid equations shows the existence of a new
type of Langmuir soliton solution which consists of a double-hump structure for the
Langmuir field intensity and single-hump structure for the low-frequency electric
potential. Recently, Lin et al [50] have carried out detailed numerical studies on the
one-dimensional Langmuir solitons using the Vlasov-Poisson system. Their results
show that the Langmuir field intensity does undergo changes as the Langmuir soliton
speed approaches the sound speed. In particular, they have seen the formation of
double-hump structure for Mach numbers near the critical value Merit as predicted by
the theory [48]. For higher values of the Mach numbers, they observe the disappearance of the double-hump structure in the near-sonic regime due to the wave-particle
interactions of the thermal ions with the soliton.
The coupled Schr6dinger-Boussinesq (or, -KDV) system of equations occurs in
many different problems in plasma physics where a high-frequency wave is coupled
to a suitable low-frequency wave via the ponderomotive force. For example, it has
been shown that the coupled electromagnetic and ion-acoustic waves [24, 25] as
well as the upper-hybrid and the magnetoacoustic waves [23] are also governed by
a Schr6dinger-Boussinesq (or,-K DV) system but with different sets of free parameters.
In fact, the latter system with arbitrary free parameters for each of the terms in the two
equations constitutes a general set which, for stationary solutions, yields a generic
system of two coupled ordinary differential equations admitting wider classes of exact
analytical solutions than discussed above. This is discussed in § 4.
3.7 Quasi-neutral, finite amplitude waves
The analysis presented above considers the governing equations or their solutions up
to certain order in the wave amplitudes and is, therefore, applicable for finite but small
amplitude waves. For large amplitude waves, the full set of nonlinear equations should
be considered without any expansion. While an exact analysis of these equations with
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the full Poisson equation has not yet been possible, Schamel et al [51] have discussed
the interesting case of large amplitude solitons within the quasi-neutrality approximation. Under the latter, the left-hand side of the Poisson equation (38) can be
neglected yielding

M (M2 - 2(Oo)l/2 = exp ( C~o- E~-~) =No,

(49)

where N o is the common number density and the subscript '0' denotes respective values
at ¢ = 0. Evaluating the "energy integral" (43) at ~ = 0 together with the conditions,
dE/d¢ = d~b/d~ = 0 at ¢ = 0, (46a) yields
1+ M2 = M(M 2 -2q~o)1/2 + (1-)~)-~ +exp(q~o - - ~ ) .

(50)

From (49) and (50), it is possible to determine ). and M 2 in terms of E o and N o as
1 2
M 2 = 2(ln N o +~Eo)(1
- N 2 ) -1,

;~=I+(N o-1)

(51)

( 1-Noj4.

(52)

These are the "existence relations" derived by Schamel et al [513 for the large
amplitude, quasi-neutral Langmuir solitons.
The effect of charge separation effects which appear through the Poisson equation
(38) can be estimated by considering (49) which provides a relation between E z and qS,
yielding
E2
q- = (M 2 - 1)0 - ~02.

(53)

This can be compared with the two-term solution (45b) which becomes
E2 {
4M2
-~-= ( M 2 - 1 ) - - f f - ( 2 A +

1~2

}
M 2) O+b202.

(54)

Comparing (53) and (54), it is clear that the quasi-neutral solution (53) departs from (54)
already in the linear term. Only in the limit M 2 ~ 0 , that is, for the near-static solutions
does (54) reduce to (53). Thus, for near-sonic (M 2 ~ 1) propagations one should retain
the left-hand side of the Poisson equation (38), albeit perturbatively as done in §§ 3.2
and 3.3.
In the various models for the Langmuir waves considered above, the basic nonlinearity in the governing equations essentially arises due to the low-frequency dynamics. For
example, the Schr6dinger-like equation (9) is linear in the field variable E whereas
nonlinearities arise depending on the model equation chosen for N. On the other hand,
for wave energy density much larger than the electron thermal energy density, the
Langmuir waves become intrinsically nonlinear and, therefore, electron nonlinearities
should in general be included in the analysis. As shown by Zakharov [52], electron
nonlinearities vanish for one-dimensional case but can become important for the
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collapse phenomenon in higher dimensions. A detailed discussion of this aspect of the
problem is given by Malkin [53].
3.8 Interaction and stability aspects
The various types of nonlinear entities (exact or approximate) discussed above are
stationary in character in which the temporal coordinate appears merely as a trivial
parameter. On the other hand, for realistic physical applications it is essential to
understand the non-trivial time evolution of these solutions as dictated by the basic
governing equations, that is, questions such as the interactions of these entities among
themselves as well as stability considerations become relevant.
Since the basic governing equations are coupled, nonlinear partial differential.
equations the initial value problems associated with them become in many cases quite
intractable. In fact, there have been many attempts to prove their "integrability"; the
latter is used to imply that the equations are solvable by means of the inverse scattering
transform (IST) techniques. The nonlinear Schr6dinger equation is known to be
integrable [54]. On the other hand, the Zakharov system is generally believed to be
non-integrable except in two limiting cases: the nonlinear Schr6dinger equation and
the Yajima-Oikawa equations [55]. The latest successful attempt in this direction is
the work of Kaup [56] who showed that a particular generalization of the Karpman
equations [ 18] are also integrable. However, nothing is known about the integrability
of the Schr6dinger-KDV (or,-Boussinesq) system though there is an indication that it
may be integrable for the case when the high-frequency field governed by the Schr6dinger equation has negative group dispersion (cf. § 5.4).
For the coupled Langmuir and ion-acoustic waves governed by the Zakharov
system, Gibbons etal [16] have developed an analytical method for studying
the interactions between the stationary wave solutions. The method is based on
the integral invariants (15)-(18) which the Zakharov equations possess. Since
these invariants have to be conserved during any interactions, it is possible to
obtain the selection rules for the allowed or forbidden nonlinear wave interaction.
For example, such an analysis shows that an initial state consisting of N solitons
cannot decay into ion-acoustic waves since it violates the total plasmon number
conservation. On the other hand, the interaction of a finite number of Langmuir
solitons among themselves yielding another Langmuir soliton and ion-acoustic
modes is allowed.
Numerical work on the Zakharov equations for studying the formation as well as the
interaction of Langmuir solitons and the consequent development of the strong
turbulence has been the subject of many papers [57-61]. Processes such as the fusion of
solitons in binary collisions, interaction of a soliton with a sound pulse and soliton
break-up during interactions have been investigated. Comparisons between the results
of p~rticle simulations and those of the fluid Zakharov model have been discussed by
Pereira et al [59]. On the other hand, Degtyarev et al [57] have modelled strong
Langmuir turbulence as a gas of interacting Langmuir solitons and derived a kinetic
equation for such a gas. Their results from the latter approach are in qualitative
agreement with the predictions of the numerical simulations on one-dimensional
strong Langmuir turbulence. A very recent study by Wang et al [61] considers the
Vlasov simulation of the modulational instability and Langmuir collapse process,
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particularly in connection with the recent experimental and theoretical studies relating
to the so-called ionospheric modification phenomenon. On the other hand, Lin et al
[50] have carried out detailed simulation studies using Vlasov-Poisson equations.
Such simulations are essential to study the wave-particle interactions between the
solitons and the plasma particles. The simulation results show that there is significant
transfer of energy from the waves to the electrons during the heating process.
Furthermore, for larger ion temperatures, the double-hump structure for the Langmuir
field intensity disappears due to the nonlinear interactions of the thermal ions with the
solitons.
Appert and Vaclavik [17] have carried out detailed numerical work on the interactions of the "C-soliton" solutions (35) and (36) of the Schr6dinger-KDV system. Their
results show that the C-solitons are more fragile than the usual soliton solutions of the
Zakharov system. For example, two C-solitons strongly interact and destroy each
other fairly quickly during collisions, leading to the emission of low-frequency ionacoustic waves. However, the interaction between a Langmuir wave packet and the
C-soliton is relatively much weaker. Appert and Vaclavik [17] have attributed the
fragility of the C-solitons to the fact that for a given Langmuir field amplitude, the
number density depletion associated with a C-soliton is much larger than that in the
case of the usual Langmuir soliton (cf. § 3.4). Thus, the C-soliton appears to behave like
high-frequency wave packet but carried around by a negative acoustic pulse. However,
the latter is not a stationary solution of either the Boussinesq or the KDV equation,
both of which only admit compressive solutions and hence the fragility of the C-soliton
solutions. Recently, Kuehl and Zhang [62] have numerically studied the interactions of
localized solutions of linearly polarized electromagnetic waves in a plasma. They find
that after the collision of the pulses, a trailing wake of plasma oscillations is created,
thereby modifying the original shapes of the solitary pulses. The formation and the
propagation of the plasma wakes is very important for the proposed, future generation
wake-field accelerators. This is a topic which is being increasingly studied in the field of
laser-plasma interactions [63, 64].
Stability aspects of the stationary solutions obtained above have also been discussed
in the literature. For example, the Langmuir soliton solutions are unstable with respect
to perturbations in a direction perpendicular to the propagation direction [65, 66].
This is to be contrasted with the well-known result that the usual ion-acoustic KDV
solitons are stable with respect to perpendicular perturbations [67]. Since the C-soliton
solutions (35) and (36) of the coupled Schr6dinger-KDV system carry a negative
acoustic pulse and are relatively fragile during interactions, it is to be expected that they
may be unstable with respect to the perpendicular perturbations. Such an instability of
the C-solitons was proved by Appert and Vaclavik [68] who showed that the
associated self-focusing instability led to wave bunching in the perpendicular direction.
The growth rate of the instability was found to be relatively large, being proportional to
the square-root of the soliton amplitude. The stability of planar Langmuir solitons
using the full three-dimensional Zakharov equations has also been attempted [69, 70].
These analyses lead to the result that the transverse growth rate of soliton perturbation
is considerably less than the longitudinal growth rate. They also show that the soliton
solutions in cylindrical geometry when described by the full equations are also
unstable.
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4.

Generic system of equations

Consider a SchfiSdinger-like equation which is a generalization of(3) with arbitrary free
parameters in the form
i(OE, OE'\ . 02E
and which is coupled to either the driven Boussinesq equation
(02
d2 ~ _
04~
02
02
~'2 + ]'/1~X2 ) t~ q'-/./2~X4 +/./3~X2(~ 2) = #4.~x2(EE*),

(56)

or, to the driven KDV equation
&+/~'~x

~b+#2~x3+/~3~x =/q

(EE*),

(57)

where 2 i and/~i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are arbitrary free parameters which can take different
values depending on the problem at hand. In (55)-(57), E(x, t) is any (normalized) wave
field which is complex and ~b(x,t) is a real, scalar field. In a stationary frame ~ = x - Mt,
the above equations yield, for stationary solutions of the form (26) [cf. §3.2], the
following set of generic equations
d~ 2 = blE + b24E ,

,d2~
/"~-T -- dl ~ + d2¢~2 + d3E2,

(58)

(59)

where 2,/3, b I , b2, dl, d 2 and d 3 a r e free parameters suitably defined in terms of 2~and/~,
i = 1,2,3,4.
Equations (58) and (59) constitute a generic set of equations having seven free
parameters. However, by a proper rescaling of the variables, it is possible to reduce the
number of free parameters; this will be considered in a later section [cf. (81) and (82)].
For the present, it is of interest to find exact analytical solutions of the generic equations
valid in as much of the region in the parameter space as possible. This is done by
following the method of solution pointed out in § 3.6. As earlier, it is convenient to try
a series solution of the form given by (45a) which, in general, does not truncate.
However, by properly choosing certain curves or surfaces in the parameter space, it is
possible to make the coefficients b, become zero for n greater than certain value, say, m.
The resulting polynomial relationship between E and ~bthus becomes an exact solution
of the corresponding"trajectory equation". This rel~ition together with the corresponding Hamiltonian function for the generic system yield different classes of the exact
analytical solutions of(58) and (59). Omitting the details which can be found in [31], we
summarize below the various classes of explicit solutions.
4.1 Exact analytical solutions
The following classes of exact analytical solutions of the generic system of equations
(58) and (59) have been obtained so far [31]. [In all the solutions listed below, the
constant of integration (o representing the initial phase is taken to be zero.]
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(A) For

fld 1 b 2 - 2bl(3fld 2 - ).b2) --

E(O=_

0 [with 32b 2 ~

+ 6b, ( fldz - 2bz'] '/z

bz \

)~-d3- /

fld 2

and 42b 1 :~ fld I ]

sech(~0tanh(/~0,

~b(0 = __~2~ sech2(/~O; # = (~)~/2.

(60)
(61)

It may be noted that the exact solutions (35) and (36) which are valid for the coupled
equations (33) and (34) when M is determined by M = 1 - 102/3 and for (27) and (28)
w h e n M 2 = 1 - 202/3 are indeed just a special case of the solutions (60) and (61).
(B) For 32b 2 - fld 2 = 0 [with 42b 1 ~ fld I ]
[- 62bl

~b(~)

d

sech2(aO;

4).bl)l 1/2

(62)

~=

,63,

(C) For fld I + 22b 1 = 0 and d2 = 0 [In this case, (59) is linear in ~b]
E ( ¢ ) = + \ d3b2 j

~b(~)=

sech(,u0tanh(/~O,

sech2(~O;

/~=

--

.

(64)
(65)

(D) F o r 2 = O [In this case, (59) is singular and yieldsjust an algebraic relation between
E and ~]
For this value of 2, there are two cases:
(i) For b2d * - 6bid 2 = 0
dl

E(~) = + (dzd3)l/2 sech(#¢)tanh(#~),

(66)

tk(O=-~sech2(/a0;

(67)

/ 1 = ( - ~ ) 1/2.

(ii) For 5b2d 1 - 6bid 2 = 0
dl
E(~) = + (d2d3)l/2sech(/~)tanh(/a~),
~b(0 = _ d~tanhZ(/a0;

~/-----(~1)

(68)

1/2.

(69)

(E) Periodic solutions In addition to the above solutions, a new class of periodic
solutions were recently reported by Rao and Kaup [32]. These were found by trying
a solution of the form ~b= C O+ C~ E for the "complementary trajectory equation" for
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~b in terms of E. Two sets of parameter values were found to be admissible:
(i) For C O = 0, one requires, ;tb I - fld I = 0;
(ii) For d t + dEC o = 0 one requires 2bl + Co(,~.b2 - fid E) = O.
In both cases, Ct is given by
C2=

fld3

AbE _ fld 2 .

(70)

The corresponding explicit solutions are given by
E(~) = h I sn2(/z~, k) + h 2 cnE(p~, k),

(71)

~(¢) = Co + C1E(~),

(72)

where
/[/E

=

bEC1
6fl (h3 -- hE),

kE

hi - h2

(73)

= h a - h----~'

and, ht, h 2 and h 3 are the three real roots of the cubic equation
ha 4 3(b 1 + b E C o ) h 2 + - 3C
= 0.
2b2 C l
2b2 C 1

(74)

In (71), "sn" and "cn" are the Jacobian elliptic functions, and in (74), C is a constant of
integration. The solutions are, in general, periodic but for C -- 0 are localized, and given
by
E(~)=

3(bl + bEC°)sechE(/~O,
2b2 C1

~b(~) = C O+ CIE(~);

I~E = bl + bEC°

(75)
(76)

4fl
Note that the solution for ~b(~) is truly localized only when Co = 0.
5. R e l a t i o n to other s y s t e m s

The generic equations (58) and (59) have relevance to some other equations that are
commonly used in other branches of physics. We consider below some particular
examples.
5.1 H ~ n o n - H e i l e s s y s t e m
The H~non-Heiles system has been extensively studied in the field of nonlinear
dynamics [71] since its first proposal by H6non and Heiles [72] in connection with
a model for the time-independent gravitational potential of a galaxy with axial
symmetry. It is also obtainable [73] as a cubic approximation to the 3-particle Toda
chain [74, 75] which is a completely integrable system for both the periodic as well as
the fixed-end boundary conditions. Interestingly, in the continuum limit, the n-particle
Toda chain yields the usual KDV equation [76]. Recently, Christiansen et al [77] have
shown that similar equations arise in the ultrasonic Davydov model with anharmonic
terms for phonon oscillations when travelling wave solutions are considered.
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The generalized form of the H6non-Heiles equations with arbitrary parameters can
be obtained from the Hamiltonian [28]
n = l ~(Px2 + P~) + ½(Ax2 + BY 2) + (½CY3 + Dx2y),

(77)

where A, B, C and D are (real) parameters, x and y are the spatial coordinates, and Px
and Pr are the corresponding conjugate momenta. Clearly, H is simply the Hamiltonian
for a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator with certain specific nonlinear terms given
by the last two terms in (77). The standard form first investigated by H6non and Heiles
[72] corresponds to A = B = D = 1 and C = - 1. The fundamental question of general
interest in such Hamiltonian systems is to identify the parameter regimes for which the
system is "completely integrable". Since the system is of two-degrees of freedom and the
Hamiltonian is an "integral of motion", the problem is equivalent to finding another
integral of motion with is in involution with the Hamiltonian. The existence of a second
(global) invariant of motion implies by Liouville theorem that the problem can in
principle be solved by quadratures.
By a proper renormalization of the variables, the Hamiltonian (77) can be re-written
in the canonical form, namely
n=l
2
2
1
2
(78)
~(Px + p y ) - - ~ ( p l x + dty2)+(x2y+½d2y3),
where p~ takes values + 1 or - 1, and d 1 and d2 are the two free parameters. The
corresponding equations of motion are given by
d2x

dt 2 = Pl x - 2xy,

(79)

dEy = d I y - dEy 2 -- X 2.
dt 2

(80)

These equations are known to be integrable [28,29] for the following three sets of
parameter values:
(A) d 1 =pl,d2 = + 1
(B) any d 1, any Pl,d2 = + 6
(C) d 1 = 16pl,d 2 = + 16.
The question of the separability of the H6non-Heiles Hamiltonian has been discussed
by Ravoson et al [78]. Note that in all the cases d2 is always positive which indicates
that for the known integrable cases, the nonlinear terms in the equations of motion,
namely, (79) and (80) have the same sign. On the other hand, it is now generally believed
that these are the only inteorable cases of the generalized H6non-Heiles Hamiltonian
[cf. § 5.4].
Consider now the generic coupled scalar field equations (58) and (59) whose variables
can be suitably renormalized to yield the canonical set
d2E
de 2

-plE_2q~E,

d2~b - d l
d~ 2
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where Pl and P2 can independently take values + 1 or - 1. The Hamiltonian for (81)
and (82) is given by

n=½[(nE)2 +p2(Ho)2]-½(piE2 +p2dlgp2)+(E249+½P2d2~ba),

(83)

where HE=(dE/d~) and H a =p2d~b/d~ are, respectively, the canonical momenta
conjugate to E and ~b.Comparing the two Hamiltonians given by (78) and (83) [or, the
equations of motion, (79)-(80) and (81)-(82)] we note that they are structurally very
similar. In fact, for the case when P2 = + 1, they are exactly same if we identify the field
variables (E, ~b)with the spatial coordinates (x, y), and the stationary variable ~ with the
temporal coordinate t. However, as pointed out earlier, for most of the problems
dealing with the modulational instability, one finds P2 = - 1 and hence the "kinetic
energy" in (83) is not positive definite.
Thus, the stationary equations governing the nonlinear development of the modulational instability of a high-frequency wave coupled to a suitable low-frequency wave in
plasmas are complementary to the H6non-Heiles equations, but seem to have fundamentally different qualitative features. For example, in the case of the usual H~nonHeiles system (with positive definite kinetic energy), any minimum in the potential
guarantees local oscillatory motion of the particle. This need not be true of the generic
equations since the "kinetic energy" term can change its sign during the motion of the
"particle". Furthermore, integrable cases of the generic equations with indefinite
kinetic energy have not yet been identified except in some special cases [see, § 5.3]. The
exact solutions obtained in § 4.1 do not, however, guarantee the "complete integrability" of the equations since they satisfy specialized boundary conditions and are valid in
restricted parameter regimes. On the other hand, even such specialized solutions which
are valid in the entire allowed regions of the parameter space have also not been
obtained so far.
5.2 Coupledupper-hybrid and magnetoacoustic waves
The H~non-Heiles Hamiltonian has served during the last three decades as the
canonical example of a rather simple looking dynamical system exhibiting a rich
variety of regular as well as chaotic behaviours. However, a direct physical realization
of this model Hamiltonian has not yet been well established. On the other hand, in
dispersive media like the plasmas there exists the interesting case of the stationary
propagation of coupled upper-hybrid and magnetoacoustic waves which for certain
frequency regimes behaves exactly like a H6non-Heiles system. Thus, it is possible to
have a direct physical realization of the latter system in terms of coupled scalar fields
and to determine the parameter regimes over which the coupled system is completely
integrable.
In. a magnetized plasma consisting of electrons and ions, upper-hybrid and the
magnetoacoustic waves are, respectively, the high- and the low-frequency normal
modes both of which propagate exactly perpendicular to the external magnetic
field, say, Bo = BoL The upper-hybrid modes are governed by the linear dispersion
relation 1-14, 15]
2

=

+

2

2

3t°pe°k°vte
2
2 ,
o~o

-

(84)

4f~eo
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where O~p~o = (4rmoe2/me) 1/2 is the electron plasma frequency, fleo = eBo/meC is the
electron gyro-frequency, vte=(T~/m~) 1/2 is the electron thermal speed, O2HO=
(cO~eo + f12oo)1/2 is the upper-hybrid frequency, and all the other symbols have their
usual meanings [23]. In the long wavelength limit, (84) can be approximated by
1
2o,
coo = COuo+ ~Dok

(85)

Do = ~k~ - COuo(CO~eo - 3f12o) '

(86)

where

denotes the group dispersion coefficient for the upper-hybrid waves. Clearly, the latter
have positive (negative) dispersion for plasma parameters such that O)pe
02 > 3fl¢o2

2 0 < 3fifo).
2
((-Ope

For nonlinear propagations, the slowly varying complex amplitude E(x, t) of the
upper-hybrid wave electric field is governed by a Schr6dinger equation of the form [20]
(c3E+ v 3E ~ Do632E
ikt3t
S-~xj + T ~ x 2 = po)HoNE,

(87)

where Vg = 302o/~ko = koD o denotes the group velocity, # = ~(°~p~o
1 2 + 2-Oeo)/(%~o
2
2 + f ~ 2o )
and the normalized low-frequency density perturbation N( = 6%/%) of the magnetoacoustic waves is governed by the driven Boussinesq equation [23]

632N
C3t2

2632N "~2d4N

2 t32"*'2"- 2 632 (

lEt2 )

(88)

VM t3x2 -- U t3x---T -- a t3x--~Uv ! - r/ ~ x 2 _ _ 1 6 nonTe '

where, Vu = (V 2 + C2) 1/2 is the magnetoacpustic speed, VA = (B2/41momi) 1/2 is the Alf%n
speed, C s = (TJmi) I/2 is the ion-acoustic speed, 0 = CVA/~Op¢o, a 2= (3V~ + 2C~)/2, and
r/-~ toaoCJtOp~ o. It may be noted that for uni-directional propagation (88) can be
reduced to a KDV equation of the type (29) but with different coefficients.
For stationary propagation of the wave fields, (87) and (88) yield the coupled
equation [30]
D d2E
o-d-~ = 2E + b2 NE,
02 d 2N

E2
= (M2 - V2)N - a2N2 - t/2 - - ' 1 6onT~
n

(89)
(90)

where 2 = 26 + (M 2 - V2)/Do is the nonlinear shift parameter, 6 = dT/dt denotes the
shift in the wave frequency, b z = 2pO)no, and ~ = x - Mt represents the coordinate in
the stationary frame whose speed is determined by the free parameter M, the Mach
number. Equations (89) and (90) can be reduced to a standard form by normalizing
N and E 2, respectively, by - 2Do D/b 2 and 16nn o T~(21DoID/b 2). For the case of the
negative dispersion (D O< 0) of the upper-hybrid waves, the coupled equations become
d2~Ede 2
d2N
-- d~ 2
188

AE-2DEN,

(91)

B N - CN 2 - DE 2.

(92)
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where,
A=

IOo----i'

B=-

2a2r/2]Do]

f
'

C=

gr0

r/2
'

(93)

Equations (91) and (92) can be derived from the Hamiltonian

n+=l~(FIE2 + I-IN)
2 +~( AEz + BN2) + (~ CN3 + DNE2),

(94)

where FIE = dE/d~ and FIn = dN/d¢ are, respectively, the "canonical momenta" conjugate to E and N. Clearly, the Hamiltonian H+ is identically the same as the generalized
H~non-Heiles Hamiltonian (77).
On the other hand, for positive dispersion (DO> 0), the coupled equations are
d2E
d~-----f = AE - 2DEN,

(95)

d2N
d~--T = - B N + CN 2 + DE e,

(96)

which can be derived from the Hamiltonian
H _ = ~(FI~
1 2 - n 2) - ½(AE 2 + BN 2) + (½CN 3 + DNE2),

(97)

where the canonical momenta, for the present case, are given by 1-I~.= dE/d~ and
H N = - dN/d~. Apart from the trivial sign changes for the coefficients A and B, the
Hamiltonian H+ differs from H_ in an important way: the "kinetic energy" in H+ is
always positive definite (like in all the Hamiltonians in classical dynamics) whereas in
H_ it is not.
It should be remarked here that exact analytical solutions of(91) and (92) as well as
(95) and (96) for certain parameter regimes and/or for specific boundary conditions can
be obtained as in § 4.1. However, in view of the similarities of the Hamiltonians H ÷ and
H_ to the generalized H6non-Heiles Hamiltonian (77), it is possible to enquire intothe
more general question of their complete integrability which is discussed in the next
section.
We close this section by briefly discussing the case of wave propagation along an
external magnetic field. For quasi-parallel propagations, Alfv6n waves are governed by
derivative nonlinear Schr6dinger (DNLS) equation which is known to be integrable.
On the other hand, for finite plasma-# and for finite wave amplitudes, Hada [79] has
shown that the sound wave as well as the left- and the right-hand polarized Alfv6n
waves are governed by a new set of coupled equations of the form
Ob

~2b
O
+
i~-~x
2
+
-~x(Pb
) = 0,
d--t

00(0,
F

1)

F p 2 + A p + ~ l b l 2 =0,

(98)
(99)

where b is the wave magnetic field and p is the perturbed plasma number density.
Clearly, (98) is a generalization of the DNLS equation whereas (99) is driven KDV
equation but without the dispersive term. While the modulational instability of the
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above set of equations has been explicitly carried out by Hada [79], it may be possible
to obtain their exact stationary solutions as discussed in §4. The question of the
complete integrability of this set of equations may also be investigated in close analogy
with the discussion in the next section.
5.3 Parameter regimes for complete integrability
For complete integrability of the Hamiltonian H+ or H_, there must exist a second
integral of motion (1) which is in involution with the Hamiltonian, that is, the Poisson
bracket {H+, I} must vanish. For this purpose, it is convenient to consider a general
Hamiltonian (with arbitrary parameters A, B, C and D) of the form

H=½(HZ+pHZu)+½(AE2+BN2)+ (~CN
,
3 + DNEZ),

(100)

where p = + 1 and which contains the Hamiltonians H + and H_ as special cases. The
governing equations of motion corresponding to the Hamiltonian (100) are given by
d2E
--=

- A E - 2DEN,

(101)

d2N
d~ 2 = - p(BN + CN z + OE2).

(102)

d~ 2

We have been able to obtain the second integral of motion for the following sets of
parameter values:

Case (1): Arbitrary A, B and C = 6pD

3DE 4 4

4A-

-DpB(li~ + AE2) '

(103)

Case (2): B = pA and C = pD
I = pFIEli N + AEN + 3DE a + DN2E,

(104)

Case (3): B = 16pA and C = 16pD
I = H ~ + 2 ( A +2DN)E2H 2 + A2E 4 + -2p
~ D 2E6

where li E -- dE/d~ and HN -= pdN/d~ are the canonical momenta conjugate to E and N,
respectively. It may be verified by direct substitution that the Poisson bracket {H, I} is
identically zero in each case. For the case p = + 1, we recover, as expected, the wellknown results for the usual generalized H~non-Heiles system.
The invariants (103)-(105) hold good for any arbitrary A, B, C and D satisfying their
respective conditions listed above. For coupled upper-hybrid and magnetoacoustic
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waves, the parameters C and D are positive definite by definition, and hence the above
results can be directly applied for the case of the negative group dispersion [30] which
corresponds to p = + 1.
To obtain explicitly the various piasma parameters for the complete integrability of
(91) and (92), it is appropriate to define the dimensionless parameters, oc= ogpeo/f~o,
f l = ( C J V A ) 2 and 7=v,¢/c. In the parameter space spanned by (~,fl, y,2,M) the
integrable regimes are governed by the equations
30~4y2(3 + 2fl) = v(2 + ~2)(3 - ~2),

(106)

3~4y2(1 + fl)(1 - M 2) = vA(1 + c~2)(3 - c~2),

(107)

and
where A = A/cormis the normalized nonlinear shift parameter, M is the Mach number
normalized with respect to VMand v takes values 1, 6, or 16. Equation (106) is obtained
from the relation C = vD whereas (107) follows from B = vA. Note that the parameter
fl is essentially the usual plasma beta, that is, the ratio of the thermal pressure to the
magnetic field pressure.
For integrability of the coupled equations (91) and (92), both the conditions (106) and
(107) should be simultaneously satisfied for the case when v = 1 or 16, whereas only the
condition (106) needs to be satisfied when v = 6. Since fl -= ~2y2, (106) yields
~[
fl=

(
-1+

8v(2+~z)(3-°e2)~ '/2 ]
l q 27
~J J'

(108,

whereas (106) and (107) together yield
1-M 2

A= - A

=

(1+~2)(3+2fl)

(109)

(2 + 0c2)(1 + fl) "
i

i

6

16

v=l

1

2

3

2

O~

Figure 11. Parameter regimes obtained from (108) for the integrability of stationary, coupled upper-hybrid and magnetoacoustic waves with negative group dispersion in a magnetized plasma. For v = 6, (91) and (92) are completely integrable for
any values of M and A. For v = I and 16, the latter parameters are determined from
(109) plotted in figure (12).
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Figure 12. Plot of A as a function of ct2 from (109) for the integrability of(91) and
(92) for the case of v = 1 and 16.
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Figure 13. Plot o f y 2 = fl/O~2 as a function of0~ 2 for the three known integrable cases
of coupled upper-hybrid and magnetoacoustic waves with negative group dispersion. For a given ~, value of fl is calculated from figure 11.

Figure 11 shows the regions for integrability in the (~, fl) parameter space for different
values of v. For v = 6, the system of equations (9 l) and (92) is completely integrable for
parameters given by the corresponding curve (v = 6) in figure 11. Note that for this
value of v, any arbitrary values of M and A are admissible. On the other hand, figure 12
gives a plot of A as a function of ~2 from (109) for v = 1 and 16. The corresponding
values of the parameter 7 for integrability are given by ~2 = fl/0~2 (figure 13) whereas the
parameters M and A are no longer arbitrary but are related by (109).
It follows from figures (ll)-(13) that the coupled equations (91) and (92) are
completely integrable in relatively small regions of the entire allowed parameter space.
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Since 7 < 1 is required for physically acceptable solutions, the allowed parameter space
is further restricted by the condition fl < :t2. For a given v = 1,6 or 16, there exists
a lower cut-off(~,,) for 7 which is obtained from the equation
4
2
3~,,(2~,.
+ 3) - v(2 + ~ ) ( 3 - ~z) = 0.

(110)

Since the right-hand side of(109) is positive definite always, it follows that for positive
(negative) values of the frequency shift parameter A, the governing equations (91) and
(92) are integrable for sub-magnetoacoustic, that is, for M < 1 (super- magnetoacoustic,
M > 1) values of the Mach number M.
5.4 Stationary flows of nonlinear evolution equations
As discussed earlier, the classical generalized H6non-Heiles Hamiltonian is completely
integrable for three sets of parameter values. While this result has been known for quite
sometime [28, 29], later attempts have not led to any other integrable cases. On the
other hand, a detailed investigation of the generalized H6non-Heiles equations by
means of the Painlev6 analysis shows that their solutions would have the so-called
"P-property" only for these parameter values, thereby ruling out any additional
integrable cases. Recently, Fordy [80] has pointed out an interesting connection
between the known integrable H6non-Heiles cases and the stationary flows associated
with the only integrable nonlinear evolution equations belonging to a particular class.
This result further supports the observation that there are possibly no other integrable
cases of the Hamiltonian H +. Such an analysis can also be applied to the Hamiltonian
H _ , or, more generally, to the Hamiltonian H given by (100).
Following Fordy [80], we differentiate (102) twice with respect to ~, and use (100) and
(101) to eliminate the dependent variable E completely. This yields the fourth-order
equation
d4N
4D N d2N
fdN'~ 2
+[(4A+pB)+Z(pC+
) ]-d-~-+Z(pC--D)\d~,}
d~ 4

+ [(4pAB)N + 2p(2AC + 3BD)N z + (~-pCD)N 3] + (4pDH) = O. (111)
In order to compare the left-hand side of (111) with the integrable time-evolution
equations, it is convenient to define the notations
U -- N,

~3U
dN
-0y
- -= U r - d¢ '

c32U
0y2

dZN
= Uyy - d~2 . . . . .

(112)

Without loss of any generality, the coefficients A and B of the linear uncoupled terms
in (101) and (102) can be taken to be equal to zero [80]. Equation (111) then takes
the form
[Urrrr + 2(pC + 4D)UUrr + 2(pC - D)(Uy) 2 + ~-pCDU 3] + 4pDH = O,
(113)
where the definitions (I 12) have been used. This equation has the "scale symmetry" that
it is invariant (except for the constant term) under the transformations U ~ U/ot2 and
y--) cry for any constant ~ [81].
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Fifth-order (in y) nonlinear evolution equations of the polynomial and autonomous
type with the above scale-symmetry have the form
1. U3]~,.
U,=[Uyyyy + ;-1UU,.,. +½(22- ;'.l)(U,.)2 +~/.3

(114)

where 21 , "-2 and 23 are constants. Note that under the above scalings, the right-hand
side of (114) remains invariant except for an overall multiplying factor of ~v: that is,
(114) has a "scale-weight" of 7. Furthermore, there are only three equations belonging
to this class that are completely integrable [82]. These are given by
(1) Lax's fifth-order KDV equation
Ut = [U~.~,~.~,+ IOUU.~,r + 5(Uy)2 +

10U3]r,

(115)

(2) Sawada-Kotera equation
U, = [Uyyyy + 5UUyy + ~ U3],,,

(116)

(3) Kaup-Kuperschmidt equation
2ou3 ] y"
U t = [Uyyyy + lOUUyy + 15(U
2 y )2 + ~-

(117)

For stationary flows, that is, for U, = 0, each of the above three equations yields,
[-..] = const. On the other hand, it is easy to verify that (113) reduces to each of these
equations for such values of C and D whose ratios are exactly same as those for the
integrable cases of the generic Hamiltonian H listed in § 5.3. (Note that for integrability
only the ratios of C and D are important.) Thus, the known integrable cases of the
generic Hamiltonian (100) correspond precisely to the stationary flows associated with
the only integrable nonlinear evolution" equations (of polynomial and autonomous
type) with a scale-weight of seven. This correspondence seems to suggest that there are
possibly no other integrable cases of the generic Hamiltonian H given by (100).
The above result has relevance to the question ofintegrability of the coupled equations
(95) and 06) for the upper-hybrid and magnetoacoustic waves with positive group
dispersion. T ne corresponding Hamiltonian H_ given by (97) corresponds to p = - 1 in
the Hamiltonian H of(100), together with trivial sign changes for the coefficients A and B.
From § 5.3 it follows that for complete integrability of the Hamiltonian H, a necessary
condition is that C oc pD which for p = - 1 requires that C and D should have opposite
signs. However, for the coupled waves the parameters C and D are, by definition,
positive definite and hence the integrable cases of H obtained in § 5.3 are not applicable
to the coupled waves having positive group dispersion. Thus, if the above result strictly
holds good, then, it appears that there are no integrable cases for the coupled
upper-hybrid and magnetoacoustic waves when the group dispersion is positive.
It is of interest to discuss briefly here the connection between the integrability of
partial differential equations (PDEs) and that of ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) which are obtained from the former by an exact reduction. [As mentioned
earlier, an ODE is said to be integrable if it has sufficient number of involutive, global
invariants of motion whereas a PDE is integrable if it is solved by means of the inverse
scattering transform fiST) technique.] In a series of papers, Ablowitz and co-workers
[83, 84] have discussed these aspects in detail. In particular, they have conjectured that
every nonlinear ODE obtained by an exact reduction of a nonlinear PDE belonging to
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the IST class has the so-called Painlev6 property [85, 86]. [An ODE is said to have the
Painlev6 property if the critical points (namely, the branch points and the essential
singularities) of its solutions do not move in the complex plane, that is, they do not
depend on the constants of integration of the ODE. Thus, an ODE belongs to the
Painlev6 class if poles are the only movable singularities in its solutions.]
The importance of the above conjecture lies in the fact that it is generally believed that an
ODE having the Painlev~ property is integrable though there exists no explicit proof. As an
interesting consequence of this conjecture, it should be possible to test the IST nature of
a given PDE by analyzing the associated ODE for the Painlev6 property which is relatively
easier. Consider now the generalized H6non-Heiles system which is known to possess the
Painlev6 property for the three known integrable cases discussed earlier. On the other
hand, the coupled Schr6dinger-KDV (or, -Boussinesq) system yields in the stationary
frame exactly the generalized H6non-Heiles system for the case when the high-frequency
carrier wave governed by the Schr6dinger equation has negative group dispersion. Thus, if
the conjecture of Ablowitz et al [83, 84] is indeed true, then the Schr6dinger-KDV (or,
-Boussinesq) system with negative group dispersion should belong to the IST class and
hence integrable. Further work needs to be carried out to check this possibility.
5.5 Self-dual Yang-MilIs system
The existence of certain classes of coupled nonlinear field equations having exact
analytical solutions such as solitons, kinks and instantons has received much attention
in the field of particle physics [35]. Many attempts have been made to construct
quantum field theories wherein these classical nonlinear entities serve as the states
around which excited quantum states could be constructed [36-40]. For example, in
the context of quantizing charged solitons, Rajaraman and Weinberg [40] proposed
for 1 + 1 dimensions the following coupled system
d2¢7
d~ 2 - 6(62- 1) + dp26,

(118)

dZp
d~ z = p(f + ;~pZ)+ d(aZ _ 1)p,

(119)

where a(~) and p(~) are real scale fields, and f, 2 and d are the free parameters.
Equations (118) and (119) are structurally similar to the generic equations (58) and
(59), and admit an Hamiltonian of the form

H=\d~j

+ \-~-~j

+ ( f -d)P2 +½(a4 + 2p4)+daZp 2.

(120)

Different classes of exact analytical solutions of(118) and (119) have been reported in
the literature [36-39]. In particular, they admit non-topological soliton solutions
which are static as well as uncharged. As earlier, most of the solutions obtained so far
are valid in restricted regions of the space spanned by the free parameters (f, 2, d) and/or
satisfy specialized boundary conditions. The method of solution cited in § 3.6 can be
applied also to these equations. On the other hand, for special choice of the orbit
equation like (45b) as well as the parameter regimes it may be possible to obtain other
exact solutions as discussed in §4.1.
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In the last few years, there has been much interest in the reduction of the classical
Yang-Mills field equations to simpler nonlinear evolution equations such as the
nonlinear Schr6dinger and the KDV equations by using certain symmetry properties.The classical Yang-Mills equations are written in the form [41,42]
D.G.,,

--= c~. G.~ + [A., G.,,] = 0.

(121)

where
G~,,, = c~uA,, - 6"3 A~, + [A~,, A~].

(122)

Here, [A., A~] is a suitable Lie bracket defined over the Yang-Mills field variables (A.),
and the subscripts for "c9" denote the respective partial derivatives. The Yang-Mills
fields are said to be self-dual if the condition
1
2.,, = ~e,~o,
Gp~ = + G,~,

(123)

is satisfied where cusp, is the usual anti-symmetric tensor. Solutions satisfying the above
condition satisfy also the Yang-Mills field equations.
Using the gauge degree of freedom implied by the self-dual condition, it has been
recently shown [41, 42] that the Yang-Mills field equations can be reduced either to
the nonlinear SchriSdinger or to the KDV equation. Since nonlinear Schrfdinger
equation can generally be thought of as a special case (namely, the static limit) of the
Zakharov or the Schr6dinger-Boussinesq (or, -KDV) system, one would expect to be
able to reduce the self-dual Yang-Mills system to the Schr6dinger-Boussinesq (or,
-KDV) system. Since the latter system is known to yield, for stationary solutions, the
generalized Henon-Heiles system, this would establish a cascading connection from
the Yang-Mills to the H+non-Heiles system via the Schr6dinger-Boussinesq (or,
-KDV) system. It would also provide a good model to study the "nonlinear dynamical"
behaviour of classical Yang-Mills fields. While such a possibility is quite exciting, even
a formulation of the problem is yet to be carried out.
5.6 Complex K D V equation
The peculiar nature of the Hamiltonian (100) for the generic system of(101) and (102)
admitting the case when the "kinetic energy" term is indefinite is exhibited also by the
usual KDV equation when the dependent variable is made complex [33]. Consider the
KDV equation
Ot + ~ u ~ +/3F~x3 = 0,

(124)

where ~ and fl are the free parameters, and all the variables are real quantities. For the
stationary solutions depending on a single variable ~ = x - M t with one free parameter
M, (124) yields
d2u = M u

d~ z

-

(125)

½~u 2.

The Hamiltonian for the above equation is
H =~
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where the potential V(u) is given by
V(u) =

1
2 + g1~ u 3.
--~Mu

(127)

We now "complexify" the KDV equation by making the dependent variable u complex
and write, u = ut + iu2. Equation (125) then yields the set of equations
d 2Ul
= Mux

d2u2

3-~

-

-

(128)

= (M - o%)u2.

(129)

Accordingly, the potential becomes, V(u)--, V(ut,u2) = Vl(Ul,U2) + iV2(ut,u2)
where
I/1 =

-

,

~M(u

21 - u2)
z + ~~( u 3I _ 3u,u2),

V2 = - M u I u2 _ g~(u
1
23 - 3u2u2),

(130)
(131)

and the Hamiltonian I-I~H~ + ill: where
/

-

H2 = B k d~ J

+

Vl(ul,u2),

+ V2(ul,u2).

(132)

(133)

By identifying u~ with 4~ and u 2 with E, we note that (128) and (129) are structurally
similar to the generic equations (101) and (102).
Equations (128) and (129) can also be written in the form
d2u,
fl~
-

0V 1

~u 1,

fld2u2__
OV1
d~ 2 =-~ --,~u
2

(134)

which involve only the potential V~(u~,u2) given by (130). Note that unlike the
equations of motion for a classical particle with two degrees of freedom, the second
equation has a positive sign for the derivative on the right-hand side. This is a reflection
of the fact that the kinetic energy is indefinite.
Using the Cauchy-Riemann conditions, namely
dV~__dV2
dul du 2'

dV~_
~uz

c~V2
~u 1'

(135)

equation (134) can also be written in terms of the potential V2(u~, Ug) given by (131)
fl d 2 u l --

d~2 -

(~V2

du 2,

fl d 2 u 2

d¢ 2

(~V2
=

(136)

~U 1 •

While both the equations have now negative signs for the derivatives on the right-hand
sides (like in the case of the equations of motion in classical dynamics), the equation for
u~ has derivative of V2 with respect to u:, and vice versa for u2.
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5.7 "'Complexified'" classical dynamics
The above features of the "complexified" KDV equation are also exhibited by
equations obtained from classical dynamical systems with one-degree of freedom by
making the dependent variable complex [34]. Consider a one-degree of freedom
conservative system defined by the Lagrangian
L(q,(l) = ½(tz -

(137)

V(q),

where dot denotes the time derivative, and the corresponding Hamiltonian
H(q,p) = Tp
1 2 + V(q),

(138)

where the conjugate momentum (p) is defined by p = q. Clearly, the equation of motion is
dZq
dt z

~V
-

~q

.

(139)

Let us now make the dependent variable complex and write, q = ql + iq2. Accordingly, the conjugate momentum becomes complex, that is p ~ pt + ip2. Then, (q~, Pl)
and (q2,P2) constitute canonically conjugate variables. Under complexification, the
potential V(q) becomes complex, that is, V(q) ~ V(ql, q2) = 1/l(qa, q2) + iV2(ql, q2)
where V1 and V2 satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann condition
~V1 c~q2' Oq2

~V1 - ~V2

~ql

0V2
~ql "

(140)

Similarly, the Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian yield, respectively
1 -2

L ( q ) - , L~ + iL 2 --- [~(q~ - ~22)- Va(ql,q2)] + i [ ~

2 - V2(ql,q2)],
(141)

H(q, p) ~ Ht + iH2 - [~(Pt'2 _ p2) + Vl(q~, q2)] + i[PxP2 + Vz(ql ,q2)].

(142)
Note that the kinetic energy term in L 1 and H 1 is not positive definite.
The Newton's equations of motion can be obtained from the usual Euler-Lagrange
equation using the Lagrangian L~. This yields
d2ql
dt2 =

OV1

d2q2-

~ql '

dtZ

+ t~V~ .

(143)

t~q2

Note that here only the potential V~ is involved and the second equation has a positive
sign before the derivative on the right-hand side. On the other hand, one can use the
Lagrangian L 2 to obtain the equations in terms of V2 only
d2ql dt 2

c')V2 d2q2
0q2' dt 2

c3V2
taql "

(144)

Here, both the equations have negative signs before the derivatives on the right-hand
sides. However, the equation for qa is defined in terms of the derivative of V2 with
respect to q2, and vice versa for q2- Similar features were also noticed in the previous
section for the complex KDV equation. As expected, the two sets of(143) and (144) are
identical in view of the Cauchy-Riemann conditions (140).
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The above peculiarities are also reflected, as expected, in the Hamilton's equations of
motion. Using H t in the usual Hamilton's canonical equations of motion, we obtain

~Vi
ql = Pl,

P l --

(145)

~ql'

~Vi

P2 = -- ~3q----~"

q2 = - - P 2 ,

(146)

Note that if we eliminate Pl from the first set and P2 from the second set of equations, we
recover the equations of motion given by (143). On the other hand, if we use, instead, the
Hamiltonian H2, we obtain the equations
ttl = P 2 ,

101 --

0v2
Oq~'

(147)

q2 ~-- P l '

/}2 =

OV2
63q2"

(148)

Unlike the previous case, here cross mixing of the equations is necessary in order to
eliminate Pl and P2 which leads to the equations of motion given by (144).
6. Summary and outlook

To summarize, we have presented a review of the generic features as well as some classes
of exact analytical solutions of coupled scalar field equations encountered in problems
dealing with the nonlinear development of the modulational instability of a highfrequency carrier wave coupled to a suitable low-frequency wave in dispersive media
like plasmas. Depending on the strength of the wave amplitudes, the time evolution of
the instability is described in terms of various model equations such as the Zakharov
system, the Schr6dinger-KDV system and the Schr6dinger-Boussinesq system. These
equations are applicable to such coupled wave systems in plasmas as Langmuir and
ion-acoustic waves, upper-hybrid and magnetoacoustic waves, and electromagnetic
and ion-acoustic waves. For stationary propagation, the time-evolution equations
yield a generic system of coupled equations with many free parameters. These
equations admit different classes of exact analytical solutions which are valid in
different regions of the parameter space. We have also given a comparison of the
different model equations and their solutions by considering the specific example of
coupled Langmuir and ion-acoustic waves in plasmas. The parameter regimes for the
validity of the various model equations can thus be obtained.
The generic equations are derivable from a Hamiltonian which, in most cases, has the
unusual property that the associated kinetic energy is not positive definite. We have
then reviewed the nonlinear dynamics of coupled wave systems by taking the example
of upper-hybrid and magnetoacoustic waves in magnetized plasmas. For the coupled
waves with negative group dispersion, the generic Hamiltonian exactly reduces to the
classic generalized H6non-Heiles Hamiltonian and hence is integrable for three sets of
parameter values. On the other hand, for positive group dispersion, the equations lead
to a novel Hamiltonian of the generalized H6non-Heiles type but with indefinite
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kinetic energy. We have also discussed an interesting connection between the known
integrable cases of the generic equations and the only integrable evolution equations of
a particular class. The existence of such a connection indicates that there are possibly
no other integrable cases of the generic equations. The relevance of the latter equations
to other systems such as the self-dual Yang-Mills equations, complex KDV equation
and complexified classical dynamical equations is also discussed.
The topic under review has many open problems which need further investigations.
First, the existence of other classes of exact solutions of the generic equations needs to
be explored. For example, in the simplest case of the coupled Langmuir and ionacoustic waves, there are two free parameters whereas it has been possible to only
obtain solutions valid on a line in the two-dimensional parameter space. Even though
the basic generic equations have symmetry properties which admit for the highfrequency wave amplitude both symmetric as well as anti-symmetric solutions, only the
latter have been found in the case of the coupled SchrSdinger-Boussinesq (or, -KDV)
system. Second, for the generic equations, it is necessary to look for solutions which
admit wider classes of initial/boundary conditions than has been used so far. Third, on
a more basic question, the existence of other integrable cases of the generic equations
needs to be explored, particularly for the case when the associated Hamiltonian has
indefinite kinetic energy. Fourth, the question of the integrability of coupled upperhybrid and magnetoacoustic waves with positive group dispersion is still unanswered.
There are, however, indications that there may not be any integrable cases at all. But,
more concrete work is needed before definite conclusions can be drawn. Fifth, the
existence of the three integrable cases with negative group dispersion seems to suggest
that the corresponding S~hrSdinger-Boussinesq (or, -KDV) system may belong to the
IST class and hence integrable. Finally, there exists the possibility of reducing self-dual
Yang-Mills field equations to the coupled SchrSdinger-Boussinesq (or, -KDV)
system and hence to the H~non-Heiles system. This may provide a model for studying
the nonlinear dynamics of the Yang-Mills fields.
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